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1. Does sentiment on Twitter reflect 
public opinion?

2. Challenges with Automated 
Sentiment Analysis



PRESIDENT RON PAUL

IF TWITTER USERS RAN THE ELECTION…



MAIN PEW RESEARCH

FINDINGS ABOUT TWITTER

 Sentiment on Twitter often does not track with 
public opinion surveys

 Sentiment on Twitter changes in its own unique 
ways

 Twitter users are a subset of the overall public

 Social media users are an active and engaged public 
with growing influence



Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, August 2013



Pew Research Center’s 

Internet & American Life 

Project, August 2013

Who uses Twitter
% of Internet users in each group



To analyze the conversation on Twitter, 

Pew Research combined:

 automated sentiment analysis and 

traditional human coding

 technology from Crimson Hexagon



 Closest application to human coding

 Pew Research spent a year testing

 Doesn’t just use keywords – uses 
relationships of words

 Access to the full Twitter “Firehose”



WHAT DID WE FIND?





THE FIRST DEBATE: REACTION ON

TWITTER IN THE FIRST 12 HOURS













REASONS TWITTER RESEARCH IS NOT

LIKE CONDUCTING A SURVEY

Multiple tweets from the same person

Neutral/factual/mixed responses

Tweets don’t respond to questions

Tweets often need interpretation



Challenges with Automated 
Sentiment Analysis

A number of different software platforms 
that vary in cost and complexity



EXAMPLES OF NEGATIVE STATEMENTS

“Romney’s approval numbers have fallen in 
the last week.”

“I believe Obama’s tax plan will not work.”







 “Mitt Romney knows how to be Mitt Romney, better 

than any of us know how to be Mitt Romney”

 “Obama says it's up to us to do great things this year... 

Yes, Mr. President, we a agree :) This fall we will do 

great things!”

 “Obama wears Crocs”



Problems with predefined lists of words 

to determine tone/sentiment

 Inflexible meanings

 Cannot account for sarcasm, quotes, etc.

 Words like “intelligence,” “death,” and 

“postponed” cause problems



With big data, we’ll often be satisfied with a 
sense of general direction rather than 
knowing a phenomenon down to the inch, the 
penny, the atom. We don’t give up on 
exactitude entirely; we only give up our 
devotion to it. What we lose in accuracy at the 
micro level we gain in insight at the macro 
level.

- Big Data: A Revolution that will Transform How We Live, Work, and 
Think by Viktor Mayer-Schonberger and Kenneth Cukier



WHY SHOULD WE CARE ABOUT

RESEARCHING OPINIONS EXPRESSED ON

TWITTER AND SOCIAL MEDIA?

 Topics that spur 
conversation

 Fast-moving and 
instant

 Interested, engaged 
public



SOCIAL MEDIA USERS ARE

POLITICALLY ENGAGED

 30% of registered voters have been encouraged 
to vote for Obama or Romney by family and 
friends via posts on social media

 20% of registered voters have encouraged others 
to vote by posting on a social networking site

 November 2012 survey by the Pew Research Center’s 

Internet & American Life Project



WHY CARE ABOUT TWITTER OPINION?

Proven to be a power in influencing 
public and private sector policy

 Susan G. Komen for the Cure 
foundation/Planned Parenthood controversy

 Congressional online privacy legislation (SOPA 
and PIPA)



“This [SOPA/PIPA legislation] is the 
first real test of the political strength of 
the Web, and regardless of how things 
go, they are no longer a pushover...The 
Web taking a stand against one of the 
most powerful lobbyers and seeming to 
get somewhere is definitely a first.”

- Columbia Professor Tim Wu in the New York Times  

January 2012



For more information, go to 
pewresearch.org or journalism.org

Questions?

Email: phitlin@pewresearch.org


